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VOLUME 48 (Z-107) WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1942 NUMBER 1 
Curriculum Changes Aim at 
More Individual A t t e n t i o n 
Frosh First Term Devoted to 
Finding Students' Abilities 
by Testing & Conferences 
To use efficiently the capacities 
and talents of college students liv-
jing in a democracy in wajgtime is 
the aim of Rollins College in in-
stituting many curriculum changes 
this year. 
Based on the belief that the in-
dividual is a growing, dynamic and 
many-sided person and that the 
college has a definite responsibil-
ity for his guidance, a new system 
of courses was inaugurated for 
lentering students. 
Freshmen will carry a three and 
one half subject program consist-
ing of a course in the principles 
of mental hygiene, one related to 
his most important academic in-
terest, one el^tive and a half 
course in English composition. 
For a period of three months, 
lower division students will demon-
strate their individual abilities 
through a series of achievement 
and aptitude tests, conferences 
with the instructor of mental hy-
giene, and their application papers 
and history. 
"The curriculum will be built up-J 
on the needs of the individual and 
will result in individualization in 
fact as well as theory," states 
Dean Stone, instigator of the plan. 
In order that such a program op-
erate satisfactorily, six one hour 
(Continued on page 2) 
35 C.P.T. Trainees 
Housed at Chase Hall 
8 Weeks Training Includes 
Code, Physics, Flying 
Chase Hall, once resounding to 
the yells and cries of freshmen, 
now thrills to the quiet of thirty-
five determined Servicemen. This 
Civilian Pilot Training Unit, com-
prised of twenty Army and fifteen 
Navy men, has a tough schedule 
ahead of it. It's work started 
Monday, September twenty-eighth 
and will end November tweny-
seventh. From here the boys go 
to advaced training schools. 
Working six days a week, for 
ei«ht weeljs, these trainees learn 
the rudiments of code, mathema-
tics, physics, navigation, meteorol-
ogy, and serving of air craft. The 
aliove list includes only the tech-
nical portion of their course, for 
[they also take military drill and 
i science, military ceremonies, and 
I thirty-forty hours of actual flying. 
The intensified program leaves 
j them very little time for any so-
cial life. As it is, their only relief 
from the overwhelming schedule 
comes from Saturday evening at 
6:30 to Sunday at 10:00. Even this 
time is usually occupied preparing 
for the next day's work. 
Yet, as tough as it may sound, 
these boys are ready for it and 
are going all out to excel them-
selves in everything given to them. 
"Tough," they say, but not one 
of thehi wishes to be anvwhere 
else. 
Orientation Week 
Ends; 355 New 
Students Enrolled 
New Year Highlights Ratio 
Of 2 Women to Every Man; 
I.Q. Test Finds 6 Geniuses 
Orientation for the new school 
year followed tradition at Rollins 
with a week filled with varied ac-
tivities for the new students. The 
program began with an opening 
assembly in the Anne Russell 
Theatre on Saturday, September 
26, and ended with the commence-
ment of regular classes on Thurs-
day, October 1. Since this year 
we are at war, the activities were 
less extensive than those of last 
year. However all necessary meet-
ings, placement examinations, and 
a number of social affairs filled 
the days with interesting events. 
The picnic at Sanlando Springs 
and the beach party at the Pelican 
were made impossible with the 
present gasoline rationing. 
Two- committees of upperclass 
students were on hand to welcome 
the incoming freshmen. Paul Mere-
dith, president of the student body, 
headed the welcoming committee 
while Nat Felder took the position 
as chairman of the rat committee. 
The results of the general I. Q. 
test given the new students were 
very favorable. At least six prov-
ed themselves to be potential gen-
iuses while one-third ofythe class 
may be expected to do outstanding 
college work. A majority of the 
students taking the test proved 
above-average in their intellctual 
ability. 
The total enrollment at Rollins 
this year is 355. Of this number 
208 are old students and 147 are 
freshmen or transfers. 
The old students include 109 
men and 99 women while the new 
students are composed of 43 men 
and 104 women. 
Bobbie Betz Wins 
National Women's 
Tennis Tournament 
Reverses Earlier Defeats to 
Down Louise Brough In 
stirring Final Match 
The majority of the student 
body now strolling around the 
campus greens has many pleasant 
War Occasions Faculty, 
Administration Changes 
Pan-Hellenic Opens 
Rushing for Girls 
At Rollins Center 
Procedure Includes D a t e 
C a r d s , Registration; As 
Hectic Week Commences 
BOBBIE BETZ 
memories of the recent summer 
Vacation, but few have acieved 
such rapid success and distinction 
as has one of our own beautiful 
blond seniors. Miss Pauline "Bob-
by" Betz, of Lon Angeles, Calif., 
Whoi sinice leajving Rollins last 
June, has covered more ground 
both in mileage and tennis than 
any four of us could ever hope to 
do. 
"Bobby" headed for Chicago on 
the first lap of her tour to attend 
a Kappa Alpha Theta Convention 
and remained in that vicinity for 
five weeks during which time she 
practiced with the famed Bobby 
Riggs and put herself in the mid-
western limelight as the result of 
a stirring victory in Evansto, 111. 
From Chicago she entrained to 
the east coast, where, at East 
(Continued on page 6) 
Uncle Sam to Get Profits From Book Being 
Republished by Miss Robie, Rollins Teacher 
"The Quest of the Qaint" by 
Virginia Robie, Rollins art teach-
er, has been reprinted in separate 
chapters. Back of this reprinting 
is an interesting story, revealed by 
Miss Robie herself. The publish-
ers of this interesting book on an-
tiques planned to issue a new edi-
tion after the war, but meanwhile 
Washington requested that electro-
plates of books not in active cir-
culation be turned over for war 
use. 
Although the plates of Miss 
Robie's book were among the six-
ty tons of metal surrender by this 
firm, she was able to rescue them 
by purchase. Miss Robie is print-
ing the chapters separately in 
booklet form and turning the pro-
ceeds from the sales into defense 
stamps. Thus Uncle Sam is get-
ting money to carry on war pro-
duction, and collectors can follow 
the special branch of antiques in 
which they are interested without 
the expense of the entire volume. 
Three chapters have been placed 
with local book shops: "The Rom-
ance of Glass", "Prints—a Pas-
time", and "Old Wallpapers". Oth-
er subjects are now in press. 
In reviewing this book the late 
Homer Eaton Keyes, editor of the 
magazine, "Antiques", said: 
"Evidently Miss Robie has kept 
well abreast of the times; her in-
formation is up to the minute. She 
writes with assured understanding 
of her subject, and with free com-
mand of a very pleasing style. 
(Continued on Page 3) 
Rushing was formally opened 
THaesday evening, September 29 
with the Pan-Hel Coffee at Cen-
ter. The next day registration for 
all Freshman girls was held. Seven 
blanks, including such information 
as: Name, Address, Secondary 
School, Church Affiliation, Name of 
Pastor, Adult Name for reference, 
whether interested in joining a sor-
ority, and activities interested in, 
were filled out. When these were 
turned in the girls were given slips 
of paper with dates and places for 
her to attend teas to get acquaint-
ed with the members of the differ-
ent sororities. These teas lasted 
until Friday. 
Friday evening the Independents 
gave a party an,d real rushing 
started on Saturday with lunch. 
Date cards, given out by Mrs. 
Banzhaf, Cloverleaf house mother, 
are received each morning. These 
cards give the name of the sorori-
(C<Jntinued on Page 2) 
Honaas Pleased with 
New Choir's Work 
Powell and Langley Leave 
For Duties With U.S.A. 
At the first choir rehearsal 
which was held last Thursday af-
ternoon, fifty-eight voices joined 
in singing Bach and Christiansen, 
with "balance and tone-color" far 
surpassing that of any previous 
year, according to Choirmaster 
Honaas. There were twenty-seven 
new voices in the choir on Sunday 
morning, but undoubtedly there 
will be some eliminations inas-
much AS all new members are in 
on probation. After the Sunday 
service, Mr. Honaas went on to 
comment that never has the choir 
sung such difficult music for the 
first service and never has the 
singing been more effective than 
at the beginning of this college 
year. 
Definite plans have not been 
made concerning a concert tour 
because of (must we say it again?) 
the difficulties in transportation. 
John Powell and Ed Langley, 
two of the choir's most prominent 
members, will leave tomorrow for 
Camp Blanding. Both have con-
tributed greatly to our music in the 
chapel. John Powell has been bari-
tone soloist and has appeared as 
much as a member of the Regional 
National Federation of Music Clubs. 
This is Ed's second year at Rollins, 
and although here but a short 
time he has been in great demand 
for ensemble and solo work in the 
community. 
Most Departments Affected 
During Summer Shake-up; 
Nine Members in Service 
Numbered among the Rollins fac-
ulty last year were nine men whom 
Uncle Sam "wanted". Replace-
ments have had to be made in al-
most every department, so that 
from Dr. Holt's summer office in 
Woodstock there came announce-
ment after announcement of new 
appointments to the faculty. World 
War II also occasioned a shake-
up in the college staff and admin-
istration. 
Dr. Howard Myers Field has 
been appointed instructor in chem-
istry and biology. Dr. Field re-
ceived his bachelor degree from Al-
bion College, and his Masters and 
Ph.D. degrees from the University 
of Wisconsin. He has since been a 
member of the science faculty at 
Milton College, teaching botany and 
zoology, and at Wisconsin State 
Teachers College where he taught 
chemistry and biology. Several of 
his papers on botanical subjects 
have been published in scientific 
journals. He is the son of Dr. Jay 
C. Field, head of the Latin-Ameri-
can Division of the Kennedy School 
of Missions, Hartford Seminary 
Foundation, and also ex-Foreign 
General Secretary of the Y. M. 
C. A. 
Another appointment to the fac-
ulty of the science department is 
Dr, Paul Vestal, formerly instruc-
tor in Botany at Harvard Univers-
ity and Radcliff College. Dr. Ves-
tal will teach classes in biology 
and botany. A graduate of Colora-
do College, and of Harvard Uni-
versity where he received both his 
Masters and his Ph.D. degrees, Dr. 
Vestal served for five years as Re-
search Curator of the Harvard 
Botanical Museum where he made 
numerous contributions to the her-
barium, library, slide collection, 
teaching collection, and photograph-
ic collection of ' material related 
to the study of economic botany. 
Dr. Vestal has made several 
field trips with widely known botan-
ists both in this country and in 
Panama and Cuba, and is a fre-
(Continued on Page 5) 
Wesley Davis Writes 
Prize-Winning Poem 
Sgt. Wesley Davis, Rollins stu-
dent from 1938 to 1940, wrote a 
prize-winning poem, "They Are 
Dead," for the New Republic's 
soldiers' verse contest conducted 
this Summer. 
Sgt. Davis, now In the United 
States Army, is bayonet instructor 
in the Infantry Officers Training 
School at Ft. Benning, Ga. His 
wife is the former Elizabeth Mil-
ler, who was a Rollins student in 
1939-41. 
Wesley, an Orlando boy, starred 
in debating and dramatics when 
in college. 
Appearing in the July 27, New 
Republic, his prize-winning poem 
describes "Death, peerless eques-
trian," now in t.he saddle. 
TWO R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1941 
Edmonds Begins 
First Year as 
Dean of Chapel 
Former Birmingham Minister 
Comments Favorably On 
Rollins College System 
"My only hope is that I can fit 
in the picture," states Dr. Henry 
M. Edmonds as he assumes his 
duties as Dean of the Knowles 
Memorial Chapel at Rollins. Ver-
satile Dr. Edmonds—clergyman, 
humanitarian, civic leader, athlete 
—comes here from Birmingham, 
Alabama, where he was termed its 
"first citizen." 
"I am delighted at Rollins. It is 
a lovely and unique campus set 
down in one of the most beautiful 
little towns in the world. I t is sur-
rounded by a community of per-
haps the most enlightened people 
that any small place in America 
can boast. But most of all I like 
the magnificent chapel, the service 
that has been devised," comments 
Birmingham's loss, Rollins' gain; 
"I like the faculty of fine vigor-
ous* men and women, the wide rep-
resentation and carefully chosen 
students, the method of teaching, 
the atmosphere of freedom and 
mutual understanding. In fact I 
like Rollins!" 
An enumeration of Dr. Edmonds' 
past achievements readily tells us 
why he was so termed as "Bir-
mingham's first citizen" and also 
as one of the leading personages 
in the South. A* graduate of the 
University of Tennessee, he was 
ordained as a Presbyterian minis-
ter in 1907; he served six years at 
Montgomery, Alabama. Dr. Ed-
monds continued his way through 
life and received his Doctor of Di-
vinity degree at Alabama Synnodi-
cal College in 1913, and in 1915 he 
organized the Independent Presby-
terian Church of Birmingham, 
which was to become that city's 
largest place of worship. For 
twenty-seven years as minister of 
this church, this native of Alaba-
ma experienced a life of worthy 
activity. He served as President 
of the Ministers Union, Director 
of the Chamber of Commerce, 
Chairman of the Social Confer-
ences of Christians and Jews, and 
Chairman of the City Parole 
Board. 
Dr. Edmonds, during his college 
career, displayed a definite inter-
est in sports. He was captain of 
the football, baseball, and track 
teams. His outstanding feat as a 
sportsman was his Southern Inter-
collegiate running-broad jump rec-
ord which stood for twenty-five 
Miss Macfarlane Takes Over Direction of 
Beanery; Food Shortage Already Noticeable 
Um—that turkey's good. You 
should try these biscuits! Boy, is 
this lemon pie swell! Gee, isn't 
that waiter cute!! These are ex-
clamations that anyone may hear 
in the Beanery during mealtime. 
The food is expertly prepared 
under the direction of Miss Martha 
A. Macfarlane, dietician, and is 
served in a professional manner by 
25 college boys, who wear snowy 
white waiters' jackets. 
Miss Macfarlane, a native Can-
adian, came to Rollins College 
highly recommended. She uses the 
knowledge she gained at McDonald 
College of McGill University, Mon-
treal, Canada, in preparing the 
wholesome, appetizing food served 
to the students of Rollins. 
Harold Mutispaugh is the man-
ager of the Beanery this year. Up-
on being interviewed, he stated 
that the major problem of the 
Beanery is getting food. He added 
Welcome Students 







Phone 115 Winter Park 
years. At Tennessee, he set a 
foundation for his unusual versa-
tility. While noteworthily athletic, 
he also was a student leader, hav-
ing been president of his class, the 
Student Senate, and the Literary 
Club. 
Kind, modest, sympathetic, un-
derstanding, willing Dr. Edmonds 
is a self-termed "freshman." As 
he begins his first year as Dean 
of the Chapel, he suggests to the 
freshman class members as well 
as the upperclassmen that they 
let him aid them and that they, in 
turn, help him along in his work 
as Dean. 
Dr. Edmonds particularly urges 
the students of Rollins to look to 
the Chapel as a place where they 
can meditate, where they can for-
get their numerous worries, and 
where they can find solution to 
their college worries. 
that milk, coffee, meat, dried 
fruits, vegetables, and sugar are 
included in the items that are 
scarce. 
Mr. Mutispaugh explained that 
family style is the heart of the en-
tire system used in the Beanery. 
Since each student serves himself 
from the serving dishes in the 
center of the tables, it is their 
patriotic duty to conserve food 
which is so costly and scarce. It 
is only by being conservative in 
this manner that the Beanery can 
continue to give the students the 
service that has distinguished it 
in the past. 
Curriculum Changes 
(Continued from Page 1) 
periods now exist, plus a physical 
education period at the end of the 
day. This, it is stressed, in no way 
negates the effectiveness of the 
conference method, but rather fur-
thers it since each instructor will 
give conferences outside of class 
time for each of his students. A 
minimum of conferences is fix-
ed at one every two weeks for 
each student. In this manner, the 
student benefits from both the dis-
cussion and the individual tutor-
ial methods. 
A tentative program for further 
lower division work will be made 
out by the instructor and student 
at the close of the three month 
course, whereupon the student will 
be assigned to a faculty adviser, 
who will integrate the program 
with the fields of science, humani-
ties and human relations. 
All courses including religion, 
philosophy, psychology, the social 
sciences, history, English, foreign 
languages, and the arts have been 
keyed to the issues of the present 








The Hamilton * Grill 
Extends greetings to 
ROLLINS STUDENTS 
Excellent Food at Reasonable Prices 
In HAMILTON HOTEL 
cation department has included a 
physical fitness course prescribed 
by the government. Corrective 
gymnastics will be emphasized. 
Men enlisted in the armed services 
on a deferred basis will follow the 
program prepared by those 
branches. 
The college believes that the 
student who enters whole-hearted-
ly into the new system of changed 
curriculum and adequate guidance 
will be capable of taking his place 
in the revised society of today. 
Pan-Hellenic 
(Continuea irom page 1) 
ty and the hours during the day 
which they would like to hav( 
rushee as their guest. A soroi 
may invite rushees to lunch or d 
ner in the Beanery or to a p 
given in the afternoon. Each .-
ity has one evening during the 
for a party—no other parties 
be given at that time. 
Silence periods are observed 
all the sororities and rushees; 
is, no long conversations m;: 
held outside of times specified 
rushing. 
Bidding and pledging ai 
take place Sunday. Bids from 
various sororities on the cam 
are to be in the office of the 1 
by 8:30 Sunday morning, an 
sororities in which a girl is in 
(Continued on Page 3) 
PU! 
MRS. MORRIS' FLOWER SHOP 
400 W. Fairbanks Phone 5775 
SOUTHERN DAIRIES 
Sealtest Ice Cream 






319 N. ORANGE ORLANDO 
Welcome to the Old 
Welcome to the New 
You who know Simpson's and 
love their beautiful things, and 
you who are—new and just ar-
rived — Come in and receive 
our welcome. We have all kinds, 
of sportswear, formals, dinner 
clothes, dresses, coats, wool 
slacks, wool suits, skirts, blous-
es, an(i sweaters. 
sons 
16 W. CENTRAL ORLANDO 
Opposite Morrison's and adjoining The Traymore 
Cafeterias 
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1942 R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R FHREB 
Everet Roberts Will 
Direct Rollins Band 
Candidates Asked to Sign Up 
At The Conservatory 
The newest addition to our Con-
servatory staff is Everet L. Rob-
erts, who is replacing Mr. Stur-
chio as the band director. Mr. Rob-
erts graduated from Rollins in '35 
after four years of concentrated 
study in Instrumental and Vocal 
Supervision of Public School Mu-
gic. For the last seven years Mr. 
loberts has been band dir,ector 
of the Avon Park High School 
Band. 
The Rollins band was organized 
?y Gene A. Sturchio in the spring 
1939. Since then the b*ind has 
erformed at several of Rollins' 
it of town games as well as all 
the home games. Many parades 
ive been augmented by the blue 
ind gold of Rollins, 
It takes work to make a good 
ind, and the Rollins band—our 
md— h^as been known throughout 
le state as a good one. If we are 
to continue to have a good band, 
new students who play band in-
struments are needed. Anyone who 
would like to be in the band is 
asked to leave his name at the 
Conservatory office with Mrs. 
Kent. Notices of the first band 
meeting will then be sent to those 
interested, and a notice will be 
ed in the Center. 
Pan-Hellenic 
(Continued from page 2) 
gted are to be listed in order of 
jreference by 12:30 in the Dean's 
Office. Bids will be given out from 
1:30 to 3:00 that afternoon. No 
girl will receive more than one bid. 
If a girl gets a bid from the soror-
ity wbich she rated as highest, she 
is automatically given that bid. 
Dean Wilcox has stressed the 
point: not to join a sorority just 
to be in a sorority. Sororities may 
pledge girls anytime during the 
year, so do not accept a bid from 
any sorority that you are not sure 
you will be happy in. 
S A L E ! ! 
Leather Handbags, 85c to $3.95 
The Louise Shop 
144 N. Orange Ave 








3 Washington St. Arcade 
Orlando Tel. E553 
Orlando Linen & 
Towel Supply Co. 
Incorporated 
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION 
Specializing in Quality Mer-
chandise Well Laundered 
J. Walter Dickson, Mgr. 
69 W. Concord Ave. 
Phone 5861 Orlando 
Rats Aint Seen Nuttin 
Say Them What Know 
Under the iron heel of N. Felon 
Felder, rat committee chairman, 
Rollins Rats will experience dur-
ing the next few weeks or months 
a series of grueling rat courts 
and ignoble penalties. Softened 
by ten days o:^  rushing, the fresh-
men will be in sorry condition to 
face the tortures of ratting; yet 
in a statement to the rats, the re-
lentless commitee has promised 
that no no mercy will cushion the 
judgment seat. 
On the bench when the exercis-
es open next week will be Melting 
Heart Blalock, who has been known 
to weep with compassion while 
plying his paddle on freshman 
girls, and S. Slugger Bowstead, 
who hasn't. There'll be the harsh 
Miss Harris, whose records show 
the calm inclemency of a truly 
lethal mind, and the desperado. 
Hawk Hagnauer, a menace to any 
rat any'time. 
With such leaders as these, it 
is expected by the local authori-
ties that the vindictive gestapo 
will be hampered with little check 
on the reins of terror. The web-
like system of the gestapo, usual-
ly maintained by burly football 
players, is now in the hands of 
men and women alike, all of whom 
in the upperclass world are happy 
pleasant fellows, but to the under-
world are ruthless and fearsome in 
their dealings. 
Upperclassmen who witnessed 
the handful of trials held during 
orientation week have lamented the 
easy handling of freshmen, but it 
is expected that the serious situ-
ation of rushing warped many 
minds into a false, kindly perspec-
tive. Pledge day should change all 
this, and freshmen who longed for 
the end of rushing will find them-
selves proverbially jumping out of 
the frying pan into the fire. 
Hostilities will begin Monday 
night with the first rat court of 
the open season and will last. 
Major events in the ratting pro-
gram will include a freshman show 
and a pajama parade. Upperclass-
men are already demanding a good 
freshman show, and after the 
stndard established by the Class of 
'45 with "God Help You", their 
demands will become monumental. 
While the rats are waiting, the 
furious fuehrer is spending the last 
few days of peace in a constant 
search for the new and the differ-
What They Think 
CARLETON WILDER 
Question: What do you expect to get out of Rollins College this year? 
Lois Sills: A good education, a good sun tan, and, with luck, a man. 
Marney Schwind: A good education. 
Mary Anne Ley: Ditto. 
Mickey Meighen: A lot more than I intend to put into college. 
Audrey Waterman: The foundation of a firm education balanced by 
a certain amount of social life. 
Howard Fisher: I don't remember her name. 
Joan Brauer: The will to endure. 
Reed Haviland: I came to Rollins College 
To get a lot of knowledge. (Ah, a poet) 
Mary Emma Heath: Sun tan. 
Dorothy Adelsperger: I haven't met him yet. 
Mort Cohen: That's an embarrassing question. 
Gerald Farrens: 4F. 
George Simons: Culture. 
Hopkins Davis: Make friends and learn to be a short story writer. 
Betty Baird: Learn to speaka da Spanish. 
Kay Herrick: A trip to Miami. 
Daniel Dickinson: A deferment in the Army. 
Edward Marshall: A good foundation in education. 
Tom Brocklehurst: A good education and a major. 




The opening of the College 
brings joy to all of us after a 
long summer. 
We welcome both faculty 
and students and hope all may 
have a profitable and happy 
year. We invite charge ac-
counts of Faculty and Students. 
We feature such nationally 
known lines as: 
Mary Lane Coats, Betty Hart-
ford Dresses, Kaufman Sweat-
ers, Bates Spreads, Humming-
bird Hose. 
Make Our Store Your Store 
Twenty-three years of seiz-
ing this community. 
Dry Goods—Ladies Wear 
DRY OOODS LA.DIES' XrEAa 
Hamilton Hotel BIdg. 
Uncle Sam to 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Bandboxes, silhouettes, valentines, 
furniture, various old houses, old 
glassware, and old pottery supply 
topics for the series of brief essays 
which offer beguilement for the 
spirit while slyly nourishing the 
mind with worthwhile knowledge." 
ent in rat poison. Traps are being 
laid and many devices incorporat-
ed, so that a good time may be had 
by all, except rats. 
Allah be with you—but we doubt 
it. 
Welcome 
Rolling Students and 
Faculty 
Latest Hit Records—Mu^ic 
The Music Box 
Just off the Campus 
Orlando's Finest Projection Salon For Your Convenience 
BOWSTEAD'S CAMERA SHOP 
1039 NORTH ORANGE AVENUE 
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
Representing 
Bell & Howell Co. Jam Handy 
Society For Visual Education 
G. S. BOWSTEAD Phone 2-1515 
Audio-Visual Aids Consultant Res. Phone 6678 
CARUTHERS' 
Violet Dell Florist 
236 N. Orange Ave. Phone 3139 
Orlando, Fla. 
Reliability—Quality—Service 
LUCY LITTLE FLOWER SHOP 
IN NEW LOCATION 
Welcome Back! 
Across the Street from Music Box 
The Qlad Hand 
is out to welcome you back. 
If you are a new student, come 
in and get acquainted. 
Under war conditions busi-
ness isn't "as usual" but still 
we are able to provide you 
with most of the things you 
have accustomed to get at 
this store. 
Palm Beach Suits and Slacks 
Freeman Fine Shoes 
White Duck Pants 
Jantzee Trunks 
Sweat Shirts 
^ Since 1925 Rollins men 
have been buying their cloth-
ing at BAKER'S. 
Arrow Shirts, Ties and Underwear 
Interwoven and Phoenix Socks 
Hickok Belts and Jewelry 
Tennis Shorts 
Skipper Sportswear 
K e d s 
Odd Slacks 
R. C. BAKER 
Shoes Clothing Furnishings 
"at the corner, downtown" 
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wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation: all these will be 
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of 
the Sandsfur. 
For You, By You 
You are at college, or more explicitly, at Rollins. What 
that means to you can be determined only by you. In general, 
however, you realize that no college in the country is continu-
ing along its pre-wartime casual lines, and in turn, you re-
ahze that no college student can fool himself in t^o believing 
that what he is doing has no bearing upon his or his country's 
future. 
Perhaps incoming students, both freshmen and transfers, 
were puzzled by the fact that they were not handed an im-
pressively lengthy list of rules and restrictions, especially re-
garding study in a nation at war. A few social regulations in 
the R Book were all they saw. Unless they have had previous 
experience with "honor systems", the term will become sig-
nificant only with time, and they will have to accept our word 
that the honor system works at Rollins. 
Therefore, when we say that an addition to the honor sys-
tem has been made, we know that the older members of the 
Rollins family will take it in their stride, and will demonstrate 
their trustworthiness to all. 
Quiet will prevail in all dormitories during the hours be-
tween 7:30 and 9:30 in the evening this year. Girls' dorms 
must again be quiet one half hour after closing time. As a 
result of requests from students as well as resident heads, 
study during these hours will be unhampered by radios, vies, 
bubble-gum snapping and bull sessions. The Rollins Center 
will be open as usual for those who find themselves with noth-
ing serious to do, if such exist. This study period is not com-
pulsory. The silent period is not compulsory, but it is an in-
dividual responsibility. It is an attempt to encourage students 
to budget their time outside of classes in such a way as to 
accomplish the most with the least possible strain. 
Not one of the administration or faculty will restrict you 
from having good times. On the contrary, they will do all 
they can, now more than ever before, to see that you find hap-
piness, but for the sake of the job that we all have to do, 
lack, of consideration for fellow students in the dormitories 
is out. 
A certain college president em-
ployed for his deans two secre-
taries. 
And the younger one of them 
named Mazzie said to him, "Prexy, 
give me a month's salary, a letter 
"To Whom It May Concern," and 
anything else that is lying around 
loose." And the president, as was 
his wont, did so. 
Not many days after, Mazzie 
gathered all together and took a 
journey into a far island and there 
wasted all her substance in riotous 
living. 
And when she had nothing left, 
there arose a mighty war in that 
land, and Mazzie was certainly 
headed for the Hoosegow. 
And she went and hired herself 
out as a "stenog" to a citizen of 
that island. And he kept dictating 
to her eighteen hours a day. 
And she would fain have filled 
her digestive apparatus with the 
scraps from the scrap basket, and 
no man gave unto her. 
And when she came to herself, 
she said, "Even the colored help 
on my Prexy's campus have cigar-
etes and rum, and to spare, and I 
perish without even so much as 
that. 
"I will fly the coop and go to 
my President and I will say unto 
him, 'Prexy, I have sinned against 
Rollins and before thee, 
"And I am no more worthy to 
be called their academic daughter. 
Make me a servant like Susie in 
Cloverleaf." 
And she arose and came to Mia-
mi and telephoned ahead. But 
when she had arrived in Winter 
Park and was crossing the sand-
spurred field where the deans were 
watching from their windows the 
girls playing hockey, the deans 
reported her coming to the presi-
denti The President thereupon 
rushed out of Carnegie Hall and 
had great compassion and fell on 
her necking (of course figurative-
ly speaking.) 
And Mazzie said unto him, 
"Prexy, I have sinned against 
Rollins and in thy sight, and I 
am no more worthy to b^ called 
thy academic daughter." 
And the president said to his 
hand maiden McQuarters, "Bring 
forth the best academic gown and 
cap and put it on her to cover her 
nakedness." And he said to his 
hand maiden Miss Dutch Treat, 
"Put a ring from the Five and Ten 
on her hand." And he said to his 
hand maiden Miss Neville, "Put 
open toed shoes on her feet." 
And to his Steward Nutispaugh 
he said, "Bring herewith the fat-
ted pompano and kill it and let us 
adjourn to the Center and there 
drop a nickel in the Jook Box and 
let all be merry. 
"For this my academic daughter 
was dead and is alive again. She 
was lost and is found." And they 
began to hit-up the Jazz. 
Now his elder academic daugh-
ter, Cynthia, was working with 
might and main at her desk where 
she had been for five days and 
five nights without cessation, food, 
or sleep. 
And as she heard the merriment, 
she called Dean Cleveland and 
asked what this frivolity meant. 
And Dean Cleveland said unto 
her, "Thy sister, Mazzie, has come 
and thy President had Harold to 
kill the fatted pompano because he 
has received her safe and sound." 
And Cynthia was angry and 
would not go in; but the President 
saw her peeking through the screen 
door and came out and entreated 
her. 
And Cynthia answered him and 
said, "Lo, these many years have 
I served Rollins faithfully and 
diligently; neither transgressed I 
at any time thy commandments. 
All that thou ever gavest me was 
the Rollins Decoration of Honor 
which costs you nothing. I certain-
ly could not make merry with my 
friends with that bauble. 
"But as soon as Mazzie was 
come, who hath devoured thy living 
tangoeing with gigolos, thou hast 
killed for her the fatted pompano." 
And the President said unto 
Cynthia, "Daughter, thou are ever 
with me. I could not get rid of 
you if I tried. All that Rollins is 
is due to your diligence and faith-
fulness. 
"It was meet that we should have 
a hot time in the old town tonight 
and be glad, for this thy erring 
sister, Mazzie, was dead and is 
alive again and yas lost and is 
found." 
(Signed) HAMILTON HOLT 
Keep It Clean 
Doesn't the Rollins Center look nice with its new land-
scaping and interior decorations? And let's keep it looking 
new and shiny just as long as we can. It isn't hard—be care-
ful. Don't drop your cigarettes on the floor, but use the 
ashtrays provided. And remember there is a scarcity of 
metal now, so how about leaving those metal holders for the 
paper cups in the Center? After all they aren't much 
good to you back in the dormitory when there aren't any 
fillers for them. Most of us are very proud of the new 
addition of a pool table downstairs. So do take care of it and 
keep it from getting all scuffed. Also remember to keep the 
ping-pong balls and paddles where they belong. With your 
co-operation we can keep the Center looking the way it al-
ways should. 
S. McF. 
To the Rats 
For this week of rushing you Freshmen are being given 
a rest from Rat Courts. W e^ hope for your sake you are not 
expecting to be treated this way from now on. A notice will 
be posted on the Bulletin Board in the Center as to time and 
place of meetings. All Freshmen are required to attend. You 
must have your R Books, name-tags, and ra t caps, not only 
at the meetings, but with you at all times. 
The punishment will be given to all deserving them, and 
'they will be more severe than ever before. The whole class 
will suffer for the punishments not being carried out. 
The way you act will determine the length of Ratting 
this year. If you continue to break the rules set before you 
and act disrespectfully to the older students, heaven knows 
when ratting will be over. 
Every year the Freshmen ha've been required to present 
to the Faculty and Upperclassmen a show. This is a show 
for talent and includes comedy, dances, music (both vocal and 
instrumental), and any other kind of entertainment. This 
year the College wants the best show ever given. All in tlie 
Freshman class are required to cooperate. 
THE RAT COMMITTEE 
fr 
ft 
In past years, columns sii 
to this have been called everj; 
and anything, and have been n 
"Odds and Ends" and "The 
market". The point is that it 
to this column goes all materi 
fitting into any other part oi «^  
paper but crying to be printed. 
For example, some ta&cA 
should *be made of the able 
willing help given to ye edi1 
last Sunday night. Freshmen, 
tinue! And if your name doei 
appear in this week's masthe 
throw ye not in the sponge, 
takes us a while to get organia 
A letter from the Hagger^ 
former managers of the Beane 
wishes all good friends luck. T 
now have charge of two cafetel 
at a defense plant in Clevelai 
operating nights. They will be 1 
py to hear from one and all; 5 
Demington Drive, Cleveland \ 
Ohio. 
A vote of appreciation to ] 
Wilcox who is so ably taking o 
the duties of Dean Cleveland 
til the latter's return. Howev 
it is only natural that we miss 
First Lady of the campus, and 
news that she is well on the 
to recovery is welcome. If progr 
continues. Dean Cleveland will 
returning to us in late Noveral 
or early December. In case 
don't know her address, it is: 
Stanley M. Cleveland, Box 
Harwichport, Cape Cod, Mafl 
chusetts. 
Last spring, the Congregatio 
parsonage was procured by the 
lege for use as the Conservat 
of Music. At present the buiU 
serves as the conservatory libi 
office of the director, Mr. Hon: 
and one classroom now used 
Mr. Kvam. With this added sp 
it has been possible to make 
teaching studios larger and int 
fering sounds from other stu( 
have been eliminated. Also, the 
dition has serl^d to make the 
servatory more convenient and, 
tractive. 
For old students only: It 
be impossible to track dowrt 
of last year's students, and 
of the news is anyonef's propj 
now, but did you know that 
Aldine and Corky are married 
Barbara Bryant, too . . . . and 
you see Helen Darling, now 
fully wed, visiting here last w< 
followed by Lambie and Bob? 
the J. Wock takes care of that 
partment. Fritz Hague arrives 
day or tomorrow to be marriec 
the Chapel. Pres. Wetherell is 
M.P. Boyd France is in the iK 
chant Marines. It's hard to pict 
either. It is with sincere sor 
that we note the passing of F< 
Sellman this summer. His wh 
sical work for the Sandspur, 
active interest in the student pi 
and his reputation as an all-ro 
good fellow make his loss to 
lins a definite one. 
The Morse Gallery of Art 
showing "Soldiers of Producti( 
an exhibition of paintings 
dAwings by American artists 
pointed by the Office of En 
gency Management to record 
tivities in specific defense ar< 
The exhibition opened Monday, 
tober 5. Gallery hours: 2 to 
M. weekdays, and 3 to 6 P. 
Sundays. End of plug. 
5 
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RAY GREENE 
Rollins Alumnus 
Real Estate Broker 
Tel. 620 Park Ave. 
THE BOOKERY 
THE LATEST BOOKS 
FOR SALE & FOR RENT 
across the street 
from the Bank 
War Occasion 
(Continued from Page 1) 
quent contributor to scientific 
journals. 
Dr. Charles T. Knipp, emeritus 
professor of experimental electric-
ity at the University of Illinois, 
has entered Rollins as visiting pro-
fessor of physics. For many years 
one of the country's leading phys-
icists. Dr. Knipp began his teaching 
career in 1893 at the University of 
Indiana. After a ten year period 
there, he was called to the Univers-
ity of Illinois where he taught 
for thirty-four years before retir-
ing as emeritus professor in 1937. 
The author of monographs and 
articles on scientific subjects, Dr. 
Knipp is also designer of demon-
stration apparatus in physics and 
inventor of laboratory equipment. 
Courteous and Efficient Service 
PARK AVENUE BEAUTY SALON 
Opposite Colony Theatre Phone 113 
HEINTZELMAN'S 
FORD 
SALES & SERVICE 
PHONE 6159 ORLANDO 
COR. LIVINGSTON & STATE STREETS 
HARPER'S 
R E S T A U R A N T 
The best in food 




New and Old 
Francis Slater 
SAN JUAN HOTEL BUILDING 
ORLANDO 
He is co-inventor with H. A. 
Brown, of Kalkali-vapor detector 
tube for use in radio; the inventor 
of a simple alpha-ray track ap-
paratus, of efficient mercury vapor 
vacuum pumps, an electrodeless 
electrical discharge, and a cold-
cathode rectifier. He is a member 
of Phi Beta Kappa, Tau Beta Pi, 
Eta Kappa Nu, and Epsilon Chi 
fraternities. 
Miss Georgiana R. Sheldon, of 
Ellsworth, Maine, and Florence, 
Italy, has been appointed assist-
ant professor of history. She 
studied at the University of Wis-
consin, at Harvard University un-
der Professor Charles H. Haskins, 
the noted authority on medieval 
history, and at Summerville Col-
lege, Oxford. For many years she 
has maintained a residence at Flor-
ence, Italy, where with Miss Mary 
S. Nixon she conducted an exclus-
ive Girls' School for American and 
English girls. Although the first 
World War interrupted the opera-
tion of the school, Miss Sheldon 
remained in Italy, volunteering 
her services with the Italian Red 
Cross and serving with various 
Italian charitable organizations, 
• Following the first war, work at 
the school was resumed. It became 
necessary to close the school again 
in 1939 at the outbreak of the sec-
ond war, and Miss Sheldon return-
ed to America in January, 1941. 
Mr. Albert H. Marvill, a gradu-
ate of the Wharton School of Fi-
nance and Commerce, at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, has joined 
the faculty as associate professor 
of business administration. 
Other additions to the teaching 
staff are Miss Alice Henry, 1942 
Rollins graduate, as instructor in 
physical education for women; 
John H. Buckwalter III, Rollins 
'41, a;s instructor in dramatic art ; 
Peter Schoonmaker, '42, as gradu-
ate assistant in physical educa-
tion. Helen Jean Fluno, '42, has 
been added to the library staff. 
New appointments to the Rol-
lins staff include Dr. J. F. Gardner, 
Winter Park physician and recipi-
ent of the Algeron Sydney Sulli-
van Medallion at Rollins last Feo-
ruary, as Infirmary Physician; 
and Miss Guinevere H. Henry, re-
turned, Assistant Nurse at the In-
firmary, replacing Miss Beatrice 
Bradley who has joined the Army. 
Miss Martha A. Macfarlane, of 
Chestnut Hill, Pa., is dietician-
supervisor of the college commons. 
Dr. Holt also announced that 
Mrs. Marian Wilcox, resident head 
of Cloverleaf Hall, would assume 
the duties of the Dean of Women 
until Dean Marian V. Cleveland 
returns to the campus later this 
fall. Miss Helen Crocker is resi-
dent head of Lucy Cross, while 
Mrs. Banzhaf mothers Cloverleaf. 
Miss Apperson, who lost her resi-
dent-headship last year when Lake-
side closed, is now housemother at 
Fox Hall. Mrs. Wilo J. Hickey is 
K. A. housemother; Mrs. Ruby 
Marshall is at Rollins Hall and 
Mrs. Brown is housemother at May-
flower. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ward 
are at Chase with the C. P. T. boys. 
Mr. Jack Carter is resident head 
of Lyman, and Mr. Marvill is at 
Gale. 
Mrs. Helen J. Schlusemeyer is 
manager of the bookstore. Mrs. B. 
A. Kent is conservatory secretary. 
Mrs. Elva Kennedy Kenderdine is 
now in the Dean's office as C.P.T. 
secretary. 
U. S. COAST GUARD 
There has been a U. S. Coast 
Guard recruiting sub station open-
ed in Gainesville, Florida. All 
young men who are interested in 
this branch of our sea-going forces 
should stop in at room 325 Post 
Office Building at Gainesville and 
investigate the many specialized 
courses offered to those who can 
qualify. Men interested in quick 
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'The Postman Didn't Ring" 
— Feature No. 2 — 
ED C. ROBINSON 
JOHN GARFIELD 
"The Sea Wolf" 
Friday - Saturday 
DOUBLE FEATURE 
Charles Starrett 
'Riders of The Northland' 
— No. 2 — 




News - Comedy - Serial 
Sunday - Monday 
ROBERT STACK 
DIANA BARRYMORE 
E A G L E 
SQUADRON 
Pete Smith & Scrapbook 
Donald's Gold Mine 
Latest News 
A N D Y ' S 
GARAGE 
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Day Phone 75 
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Fortnightly Movies 
To be Shown Again 
Throughout '42-'43 
The newly-formed Rollins Com-
mittee on new student movies has 
announced that fortnightly through-
out 1942-43 recommended film 
programs will be shown at the An-
nie Russell Theatre. The majority 
of these features will be Warner 
Bros, productions since it was the 
latter that presented the college 
with the equipment to show these 
films. 
John Buckwater has been chos-
en chairman of this committee, 
other members are Dean Stone, 
Barbara Brown, Marilyn Unger, 
Gordon Laughead and George 
Cartwright, Jr. 
The list of possible films is still 
not definite and in the case that 
some cannot be supplied a sup-
plementary list has been compiled 
of films from other companies. 
Those preferred and the dates they 
will be shown are: October 13, 
"The Maltese Falcon" or "Ser-
geant York", October 27, "The 
Male Animal"; November 10, "The 
Little Foxes" (R.K.O.) and as sec-
ond choice, "The Lady With Red 
Hair"; November 24, "The Bride 
Came C.O.D." ("Target for To-
night" as short subject if possible) 
and December 8, "Dive Bomber". 
That is all for 1942, and then in 
1943 there will be on January 12, 
"The Man Who Came to Dinner"; 
January. 26, "Fantasia" (R.K.O.) 
or as second choice, "Manpower"; 
February 9, "In This Our Life"; 
February 23, "Captains of the 
Clouds"; March 9, "The Invaders" 
and as second choice, "Blues in the 
Night"; March 23, "One Foot in 
Heaven"; April 6, "King's Row"; 
April 20, "The Gold Rush" (U.A.) 
and as second choice, "Out of the 
Fog"; May 4, "They Died With 
Their Boots On"; and May 18, 
"The Maltese Falcon" or "Sergeant 
York" (whichever one wasn't given 
October 13, 1942). The supplemen-
tary list consists of the following: 
"^j^termezzo" (David Selznick, 
U.A.) "Blossoms in the Dust" (M.-
G.M.); "The Great Waltz" (M.G.-
M.); "Conquest" (M.G.M.); "Flo-
rian" (M.G.M.); "Citizen Kane" 
(R.K.O.); "Susan and God" (M.-
G.M.); and "My Man Godfrey" 
(Universal). 
Bobbie Betz 
(Continued from page 1) 
Hampton, L. I., with Doris Hart 
of Miami, a doubles title was add-
ed to her lengthning string of vic-
tories. At the next stop. Rye, N. 
Y., she lost to Louise Brough of 
Beverly Hills, Calif., and again 
in the finals to Miss Brough at 
Essex and Manchester. At Long-
wood, Mass., she succumbed in the 
semi-finals to Margaret Osborne 
of San Francisco, all of which 
leads us to believe these girls were 
preparing for their Waterloo, for 
on September 6 at the West Side 
Tennis Club in Forest Hills, L. L, 
before a crowd of 8,000 cheering 
spectators, Bobby turned the ta-
bles and scored smashing victories 
in the semi-finals over Miss Os-
borne and in the finals over Miss 
Brough, who had previously won 
every major tennis tournament on 
grass courts this season, to become 
the National Amateur Women's 
Singles Tennis Champion of 1942. 
Miss Brough, considered one of the 
most accomplished net players in 
the women's ranks, tried in vain 
to return Bobby's whaling back-
hand, forehand, lobs, and service^, 
bijt the attack proved far too 
powerful and she was forced to 
give in, the score being 4-6, 6-1, 6-4. 
The west coast fans had the 
opportunity of seeing the new 
champ in action as she again 
triumphed over Miss Brough and 
emerged as Pacific Southwest 
Champion. The score was 6-2, 6-3 
On her way back to Rollins, 
Bobby stopped off at Boston but 
this time tennis played second 
fiddle. Boston can be a lot of 
fun, you know. 
So, all you tennis hopefuls and 
enthusiasts, if you really want to 
see that ball put through its paces, 
come on out to the courts and 
watch this gal in action. She's 
really got what it takes! 
Phone 456 
SAFETY CAB 
Where you want to go 
Pi Beta Phi announces witl 
pleasure the affiliation of Am 
Pattishall, formerly of Tallahas 
see, on October 4. The ceremon; 
took place at Mayflower Hall. -
Anna S. Sharpless 
W. W. Sharpless. 
SEA GULL 
GIFT SHOP 





141 W. Fairbanks 
Zora Gillespie 
Yours . . . . for more 
subtle man' handling ! 
No matter if he's in civics or in uniform, he 
will require a special kind of handling this 
year . . . Our swank date dresses will weaken 
him . . . They're on the second floor . . . Our 
coats will make him want to pull your arm 
through his . . . They're from our second 
floor . . . Our perfume, our slinky gloves . . . 
Our magic jewelry . . . Our chapeaux . . . Our 
shoes . . . They'll bewilder him'. . . Bewitch 
him . . . 
And we'll gladly conspire with you! 
iptok^ -A^ 
Central Florida's Fashion Center 
BV Joyce 






Joyce Play Shoes are not only the original 
but the most talked about, ws^ lked about 
shoes of their kind in America. 
Look alert, feel alert . . . be alert in one of* 
these oxfords on Joyce's new Alert last. De-
signed for duty, fun to wear . . . Alert, a clean-
cut blucher; Double-Quick, a classic saddle. 
Both $6.50. In turftan, Volunteer Blue, Red, 
Olive Green, Chalk, White. Matching Alert 
Bag, $5.00. 
See the many other original Joyce models in our 
vast collection of fashionable fall footwear. 
ROUBLE - Q U I C K . 
SHOE POLISH: specially made 
for all Joyce colors, 50c 
JA^-
ORLANDO 
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Highflying Tars 
EngageW.andL 
For A E R Fund 
McDowall Expects G r e a t 
Season; Predicts That 
Peacock, Ray Will Shine 
Simultaneously with the pre-
season announcement that the 
three home games of the Rollins 
football schedule would be played 
for the benefit of the Army Emer-
gency Relief Fund, veteran Coach 
Jack McDowall broke down arid 
predicted that his squad, although 
^ a little late in greasing its cogs, 
would be a potentially great team 
on the gridiron this season. Not 
only was this contrary to the ac-
cepted manner of football mentors 
who are notoriously pessimistic, 
but his early exuberance seems 
now to have been well justified. 
McDowall, in the words of one 
Miami coach, who vowed that Pea-
cock and Sinkwich were two of 
the greatest players ever to tread 
a Magic City gridiron, said that 
i Central Florida fans need not 
"travel a great distance to see a 
Sinkwich in action, for I believe 
; we have one right here—his name 
: —Calvin Peacock." 
I Peacock is a four-fold threat. He 
! can run, kick, pass, and tackle with 
I the best of them. Central Florida 
fans who saw him in action against 
the Tampa Frosh team last season 
f at the Stadium should remember 
: him well. 
In showering his blessings also 
on Grady Ray, McDowall pointed 
to the fullback's remarkable record 
of last season. He jumped into 
prominence when he crossed the 
Mercer double stripe five times and 
continued to pace the Tars for the 
remainder of last season. He's a 
spinner back, also passes well, and 
Now-
College Styles for every 
purpose—good patter*ns 
and colors—all wool fab-
rics—slax-suits and sport 
coats. 
Later 
For the reserves a com-
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ORLANDO 
Along The Sidelines 
Now that Rollins has lived up to advance predictions and 
come through two games with a perfect record, the Univers-
ity of Florida's attitude toward a game with the Tars takes 
on more and more the aspect of poor sportsmanship. 
Florida, as a state institution, plays football games annual-
ly in Jacksonville and Miami, and once every two years in 
Tampa. But Central Florida fans, many of them former uni-
versity students, all of them taxpayers, and many of them 
red-hot football fans, never get a chance to see the Gators in 
action unless they make a rathpr long trip to one of those 
cities, and in these days, when tires and gasoline are at a 
premium, few Central Florida fans will get a look at the 
Gators unless a game is played in Orlando, a city within a 
few miles of many thousands of potential customers. 
Evidently the Tars were dropped off the Florida schedule 
because we were not a good enough drawing card to make it 
worthwhile for the Gators, and mainly because the powers-
that-be in Gainesville insisted that Rollins was strictly a sec-
on-division club and therefore not worthy of meeting a South-
eastern Conference eleven . 
Pete Norton, writing in the September 20 issue of the 
Tampa Tribune, endorsed any such post season meeting be-
tween these teams with the one qualification that "the Tars 
have three games before October 10. They play Presbyterian, 
Davidson, and Washington and Lee, all teams rated below 
Florida in a football way. If they defeat all three teams by 
decisive scores, and prove that all the pre-season ballyhoo 
concerning them was not just ballyhoo, we believe that the 
demand for a game with Florida can be made intelligently. 
However, if the Tars are badly beaten by any of their early 
season opponents, it would be hard to convince football fans 
they'd prove a worthy niatch for the Gators." 
Well, the Tars haven't gone through their first three games 
yet, but the first two seem to prove conclusively that what-
ever ballyhoo appeared, it wasn't enough! Despite a muddy 
field and a steady drizzle, the Blue Stockings from South Caro-
lina were soundly trounced to avenge last year's surprise up-
set. Friday, at Charlotte, the Tars downed a favored David-
son eleven by two touchdowns, their first triumph over the 
North Carolinians since football relations were begun. 
(Continued on Page 8) 
is brilliant on the defensive. 
McDowall's confidence in these 
two men and the entire squad 
seems now to be well justified. A 
week ago in the Stadium, the Tars 
got partial revenge for last year's 
13-6 defeat at the hands of Presby-
terian by chalking up three touch-
downs and a 21-0 victory. Ray 
scored once, threw a scoring pass, 
and was a consistant ground-gainer 
while the Pahokee Peacock brought 
the crowd to its feet with his spe-
cialty play, a broken field scoring 
run of 65 yards that was nullified 
by a penalty against the Tars. Last 
Friday at Charlotte, the Tars 
again emerged victorious as David-
son bowed 14-0. The first half was 
scoreless with Rollins missing an 
attempted field goal on the final 
play of the first half. In the third 
period, however, Bittle intercepted 
a Davidson pass and dashed 64 
yards to score and later in the 
game Grady Ray drove through 
for the second tally. Paul Mere-
dith, the veteran quarterback, 
kicked both conversions and his 
educated toe has yet to miss this 
season. , . . 
Washington and Lee, whom we 
meet this Friday night in the Sta-
dium, came a cropper Friday 
against a strong University of 
Kentucky outfit and went down to 
an ignominious 53-0 shellacing. 
This defeat probably won't leave 
the soldiers with much rebound 
ability while the Tars came out 
of their game unscathed and will 
be loaded for bear against our 
first 'big time' rival. The Stadium 
has been sold out for days now 
and, barring rain, the Tars should 





Armed Forces Take 
Eight of Rollins 
Football Squad 
Although the apparent success of 
the 1942 edition of Rollins Tars 
has overshadowed the fact, never-
theless the Rollins football team 
has made several costly contribu-
tions to the growing armed forces. 
In keeping with the spirit of the 
American youth of today, the sen-
-ors, five strong, enlisted in vari-
ous branches of the armed forces. 
Leaving soon after receiving 
his diploma the past year, Frank 
Grundler, one of the greatest foot-
ball players ever to matriculate 
at Rollins, is now receiving flight 
training as an Aviation Cadet in 
the United States Navy. His "side-
kick" and sometimes called his 
shadow, Doyle Darnold, stocky 
guard, also has entered the Navy 
in the same capacity, but as yet 
has not been called for active duty. 
Rotund Ollie Barker, stalwart 
tackle, was inducted before the end 
of the previous school year and 
when last heard from was station-
ed at Camp Blanding. Ernest "Bud-
dy" Bryson, All-state center, is 
now stationed at a radio school in 
Chicago but soon expects to be 
transferred to Officers Training 
School. 
Only three., men counted on by 
McDowell for this year's team 
have been lost. Happy Clark, hus-
ky lineman who was counted on 
heavily, enlisted in the Coast Guard 
and failed to return. Jim Williams, 
guard, is now receiving training 
in the Navy Air Corps but little 
is known of his station. Austin 
Campbell, blocking back, feeling 
the breath of the draft board on his 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Bittle Romps 90 Yards as 
Tars Whip Davidson, 14-0 
Apgar Lauds Fine 
Record of RoHins 
Girls Tennis Stars 
Betz, Corbett, Welsh, Metcalf 
Take Many Titles During 
Summer Tennis Schedule 
"The best year in the tennis his-
tory of Rollins College" is what 
physical director Gordon Apgar 
thinks about our past tennis sea-
son. And right he is, for the Rol-
lins Tennis team has made an out-
standing record this season. Every 
member of the team won at least 
one tournament and many toured 
the cirquit making excellent show-
ings. 
Outstanding was Bobbie Betz's 
victory over Louise Brough for the 
number one place in the National 
Women's Singles. Her tour of the 
circuit brought her many victories 
which are well known to all of us. 
Nancy Corbett began her tennis 
summer winning both the Singles 
and the Doubles in the Western 
Girls' Tournament in Milwaukee. 
fler next victory was the Illinois 
State Championship. With six 
weeks of play in the east, Nancy 
finished the summer with the rank 
of third in doubles and about sixth 
in singles according to the Nation-
al Girls' Rank in Philadelphia. 
The Colorado State Doubles was 
won by another member of the 
Rollins tennis team, Mary Jane 
Metcalf. Although much of her 
summer was spent at Columbia 
Summer School, she still found 
time for tennis. Mary Jane, better 
known as Jerry, played in the 
Eastern Clay Courts Tournament 
at Jackson Heights, the Forest 
Hills Eastern Grass Courts Tour-
nament and others. 
Peggy Welsh also played in a 
number of the Circuit Tournaments, 
winning both the Women's Doubles 
and the Mixed Doubles in the Tri-
(Continued on Page 8) 
The Rollicking Rollins Tars 
journeyed all the way to Char-
lotte, North Carolina to perform 
what the Davidson followers 
thought was the impossible; that 
is, they gave the Wildcats a thor-
ough trouncing. The boys from Rol-
lins went into the game with one 
purpose in mind, to beat Davidson 
and they were not to be denied. 
The Wildcats came out with a 
mighty roar and rolled down to 
the Rollins 10 yard line before the 
fans had settled in their seats. But 
here the line stiffened and a fourth 
down pass fell harmlessly in the 
end zone. Bittle then picked up 
five yards for the Tars, and on 
second down Bittle kicked out of 
bounds on the Davidson 40. The 
Cats then started another drive 
toward the Rollins goal line, but 
after getting a first down on the 
14, Fredericks, Davidson back 
fumbled and Jaggers recovered for 
Rollins. 
Then the Tars opened up with a 
little offensive play of their own. 
Ray plunged 20 yards for a first 
down on the 34. Ray on another 
spinner through center made it 
first down on the Davidson 35. 
Roach then intercepted a Rollins 
pass on his own 20 to end the 
threat. This ended all offensive 
threats until after the half. 
Ray took the kickoff at the be-
ginning of the second half and ran 
it back 40 yards to the Davidson 
45 yard line. Three plays through 
the line netted only 6 yards and 
Bittle punted out on the Davidson 
10. Davidson failed to gain in three 
plays and Bethea, Wilcat star, got 
off a beautiful punt out of bounds 
on the Rollins 20. Bittle then kick-
ed back to the Davidson 40. Be-
thea made it first down on the Rol-
lins 45. A fake run. Lacy passed 
to a waiting Davidson end on the 
Rollins 20. He was brought down by 
Pugh on the Rollins 12. Bethea 
made it first down on the one foot 
line. I t was here that the Rollins 
line really showed what it was 
made of. In four desperate cracks 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Welcome Rollins 
Come in and get acquainted—you will meet your 
favorite classics at— 
LOHR LEA DRESS SHOP 
Phone 12—208 E. Park Ave. Winter Park 
Skating Is Fashionable 
COLISEUM 
SKATING TONIGHT and EVERY NIGHT 
Special party prices for fraternities, 
^ sororities and groups 
— Tel. 4466 or 5568 — 
Evening 8:00 to 11:00 — Matinee 2:00 to 5:00 
SEE AMERICA'S FINEST RINK 
EIGHT R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 19 
"Gimblings in The Wabe" 
It's a weary Jabberwock that 
returns once more to ye ed's col-
umns for the weekly once-over of 
new talent, and he's definitely of 
the opinion that it all appears this 
year on the distaff side. A brisk 
look at the new Cloverleaf crop 
will convince even the most jaded, 
world-weary senior, that the latest 
thing in Cloverbloomers iias much 
to offer. Keep your eyes open for 
Jean Farrell, for one, and Marnie 
Knight is another one the J. bird 
looked at with approval. Others 
there are, of course, who haven't 
escaped his sharp eyes, and from 
time to time we'll report on their 
social standing. Just now, however, 
it seems a little more in order to 
check up on the happenings of 
this summer, the shortest, in the 
world's history. 
For the few battered old upper-
classmen who are still either 4-F 
or dodging the draft, the J. bird 
has a few items of current interest; 
for inst. the verra recent marriage 
of Aldine and Corky which must 
have surprisea even themselves, 
when one consider? the far-reach-
ing rumor that all was down the 
drain in that direction. We will at 
this point break down for a mo-
ment of congratulation, to be ex-
tended also to the not-so-newly-
wed Mr. and Mrs. Affleck, editors, 
printers and publishers of our rival 
colyumm last year. And Jackie 
Miller and Manny Brankert took 
the step amid a veritable barrage 
of Kappas in July in Rhode Island. 
Ex-Rat Chairman and B,M.O.C. 
Whiston is at Harvard, from 
whence Ella just returned. Mr. 
President Meredith is carrying on 
where A. Carrow left off, and finds 
that the shoes fit pretty well after 
all. 
Among the more recent arrivals 
at R.C. is also-ran McDonough who 
seems to have swelled the Sigma 
Nu ranks to a shy three, but whose 
summertime accomplishments in-
clude getting himself engaged to 
ex-'45 Mickey Allen of blond hair 
fame. We're wondering now if the 
boisterous Sigma Nu-Theta com-
bine will begin all over again with 
the usual oh-really-you-must-be-
kidding dialogue working over-
time, but there seems to be little 
doubt that it will, with the ap-
pearance of B. Good and B. Thiele 
at Sunday night beanery in mufti 
attire of shorts. We always thought 
there was some rule about that, but 
far be it from the Jabberwock to 
be mid-Victorian. 
And more. Smokey Sholley and 
Mel are still at it, as are Sammy 
Pugh and Erma Van Gilder. But 
Tim Tyler has now found himself 
a new girl and wasted no time at 
all in planting the honor badge of 
X Club on the new acquisition. 
Jeanne Dominick, new president of 
Pan-Hel and Kappa, has proven 
that she looks just as well in a new 
diamond as in most anything else. 
That seems to be about all the 
old bird was able to glean on the 
Rollins-bound train, but if you're 
still clamoring for more, it only 
takes time and Rollins to make the 
news. A few brief words to the 
newies-beware the Jabberwocl^ 
my son, the jaws that snap,^ the 
claws that catch! He sees almost 
all, and with it in his beak, makes 
a flying trip to the Sandspur 
headquarters! —J. WOCK. 
Bittle Romps 
(Continued from Page 7) 
at the Tar line Davidson lost ex-
actly one yard. On first down Bit-
tle punted out of bounds on the 
40. Three running plays gave Dav-
idson a first down on the twenty. 
On first down Roach attempted to 
pass to Lacy but Bittle hauled the 
THANKS A LOT STUDENTS! 
MAY WE CONTINUE TO SERVE YOU 
BEN FRANKLIN SIORES 
5c—lOc—$1.00 up 
R. R. MILLER, OWNER 
WELCOME STUDENTS! 
Best Wishes for a Successful Term 
Visit our NEW, STREAMLINE Store 
and Large Fountain and Luncheonete 
McCORY'S 
Corner of ORANGE & PINE — Orlando 
ball down on the 10 yard line and 
set sail for the goal line 90 yards 
away. After running 40 yards up 
the right side line Bittle reversed 
his field and " left the complete 
Davidson team in his wake as he 
crossed the goal line standing up. 
It was one of the prettiest runs 
ever turned in by a Rollins back 
and served notice that Mr. Bittle 
is ready this year. 
Meredith kicked off to the Da-
vidson 5 and the ball was run out 
to the 15 by Frederick before be-
ing hauled down by Frasier. Da-
vidson failed to gain in three plays 
and kicked to Peacock on the Rol-
lins 40. The Tars then started a 
march down the field with Grady 
Ray and Pugh leading the way. 
The best play of the drive was a 
running pass from Pug;h to Thom-
as. The whole Davidson team was 
fooled on the play and only an alert 
play by Bethea stopped Thomas on 
the six yard line. From here Ray 
plunged over in four plays. There 
was only three minutes left to play 
after this and the teams battled 
evenly until the end of the game. 
For Rollins it might truthfully 
be said that the whole team star-
red, but the bright stars of the 
night* were Quentin Bittle with his 
long run for a ouchdown, Ray with 
his plunges through the line, Mer-
redith for his fine play at backing 
up the line, and Jaggers and Chis-
holm for their fine defensive play 
in the line. 
Along the Sidelines 
(Continued from Page 7) 
This Friday night In Orlando 
Stadium we face the third and final 
of our three rivals mentioned by 
Mr. Norton. Washington and Lee 
absorbed a 53-0 shellacking at the 
hands of Kentucky last Saturday 
and is bound to suffer some ill ef-
fects from their rough treatment; 
the Tars came out of the David-
son tussle with three injuries, 
Scott's ankle being the most seri-
ous. If Rollins can continue its 
winning ways at the expense of 
this, our first major opponent, 
then Florida had better start 
thinking up new excuses to use. 
The Gators have played Jackson-
ville Naval Air Station and Tampa 
already, and will meet Miami be-
fore the season closes. We also 
meet these same three teams and 
much can hinge on the outcome; 
should the Tars do better in these 
contests than did the Gators, Flor-
ida wouldn't have a leg to stand 
on. There's no doubt but that 
Miami and Jacksonville Naval 
Air will be the important and 
decisive games this year; they 
are both in the big-time. A Rol-
lins victory would go far, not only 
in putting Florida on the spot, but 
also in catapulting the Tars into 
'upper division' of football. 








We Call and Deliver 
121 West Park Ave. 
Winter Park, Fla. 
uled game with Florida this year, 
or even next, the important thing 
is to win those games we do play 
and prove beyond a doubt that Rol-
lins is not only worthy of meeting 
Florida, but capable of downing the 
Gators. 
Beat Washington and Lee! 
Schedule 
October 9—Washington and Lee, 
here. 
October 23—Miami, there. 
October 30—Chattanooga, here. 
November 8—Jacksonville Na-
val Air Station, there, 
November 14—Tampa, there. 
Armed Forces 
(Continued from Page 7) 
back, decided to pick his own 
branch of service and enlisted in 
the Navy. 
There you have the Rollins con-
tribution. Small though it may be, 
we, the students who w^re fortun-
ate enough to return for at least a 
while, wish to pay our respects to 
those who have preceded us in the 
service of our country in this hour 
of dire need. There is a great pos-
sibility that the students who have 
enlisted in the Reserve Corps will 
be called into service before the 
year is over. When this hapi^ 
the football situation at Roll 
will be in great danger of dis 
pearing for the duration, for pi 
tically every man now playing ft 
ball under the Blue and Gold 
in some branch of the Reserve 
That is something that cannot 
helped. The cause of this war 
much greater than that of winn 
a football game. You can rest 
sured that each man leavinj^ ^ I 
lins to serve his country will m; 
a valiant record, whether on 
gridiron or on the battlefield. 
Apgar Lands 
(Continued from Page 7) 
State Tournament at Cincini 
and went to the semi-finals in 
Singles of the same tournara< 
She won the Northshore Tour 
ment in Chicago and played a 
cessfully in other matches dui 
the summer. 
Dean McCluskey played in o 
one tournament, the Hudson \ 
ley Championship, winning 
Doubles and reaching the se 
finals in the Singles. 
With such talent returning 
school, this coming season she 
also prove to be an outstand 
one. 
Orlando Bowling Center 
"Bowl for Health" 
RESERVATIONS 
Phone 9352 720 Orange Ave 
Welcome Back 
BAGGEH'S STANDARD SERVICE 
Gas, Oil, Greasing, Simanizing, Washing 
OPPOSITE THE COLLEGE 
WELCOME ROLLINS GIRLS 
EDA'S BEAUTY SHOP 
"Beauty is a Duty" 
All Branches of Beauty Culture 
by Experts 
Telephone 66 146 E. Park Ave. 
ELEGANT SIMPLICITY IN 
PEACOCK PUMPS 
Beautifully simple pumps . . , 
you will wear with poise and 
serenity, the mood to reflect 
in these hectic times. Wear 
them with suits, and your 
more feminine frocks. 
$9.75 
Women's Shoes 
Yowell's Street Floor 
YOWELL-DREW CO. 
ORLANDO 
Plebes Toughen Up — Where once a tackling dummy might have 
hung on the playing fields at West Point, another type of dummy now 
hangs, devoted to the deadly seriousness of bayonet practice. Twelve 
hundred plebes, the largest class ever to enter the United States Mil i-
tory Academy, are toking an intensive course that would keep the 
famous commandos "stepping." Acme 
light n ^**' ' '» *o f , v ^. ^ 
Om a hi I 
" " Stat^ r r /°^°uf" OS n ''^ ^°5^-
Studies Give Way to Swimming, Sun, Sand af 
Sigma Nu Beach Part^ 
Summer school cores, studies ond classes were thrown aside for one day by Brc 
University Sigma Nu's and their dates for o day at the seashore. The fun was recor< 
for Collegiate Digest readers by student photographer C. Robin Fish, but only of 
he hod convinced police officials and army beach patrolmen that the pictures w( 
not intended for enemy use. 
To conserve tires and gasoline, the trip to the beach (Norrogonsett Pier) was made 
by bus. Here the friendly driver helps Shirley Buckingham onto the bus. 
Collegiate Digest Photos by Fish 
In spite of worm weather, some of the girls needed a little pe 
suasion before they could force themselves in. Paul Armour an 
Henry Elysious help Barbara Linggame make up her mind. 
\ „ ^ row yowr ° " r ^ rt was o Row, r o w , ' i ^ but Of course no beach party would be complete without a c< 
pie of "would be" builders. Here Eugene Bellas! and gu 
start a sand castle. 
Some of the bunch get together to try some beach tumbling. Dick Minor Climax of the fun comes* when the boys spread out the biq basket lunch which had been 
is caught somersaulting over eighty men. Nice work if you con get it. pared at the fraternity house. A full stomach and the end of a swell day. 
One, TwO/ Three , Kick -
A third " l ine" takes to the 
field at University of Miami 
football games when the 
school band forms a Conga 
line during the half. Major-
ette Marion Foltfy sets the 
fans "ga-ga" with her fas-
cinating rhythm. 
Tra in ing on W a r T ime Basis — Toughened up for the duration is 
the goal of the University of Southern California's physica education 
program. Emphasizing sports of contact and combative nature, the new 
program will eliminate less strenuous classes such as bowling, ice skat-
ing and badminton. Jerry Whitney, Fred McCall and Dick Donehe ore 
up and at 'em over the barrier hurdle. , Acme 
°f ^ en7 , * '^•e Tr.L- - ^^^Mhd^^^'**^Z^%fc5^5UP m 
'" 9 " <hen,^K'"f '""> 'h^llu "" "•*-> par, "^  " She Meets Al l Comers — Jean Stuhler, co-ed 
member of the Queen's College golf team, has de-
veloped her game to a point where she can shoot 
at par with the best of them. She has won a place 
on the "f irst" team and is one of the top point win--
ners in varsity competition. Acme 
Coaches 
This year scores of new 
football coaches have 
popped up to fill posi-
tions vacated by vet-
erans who have entered 
the armed forces. Some 
are new, others have 
been on the notional 
grid scene for years, 
but all will produce 
thrills a p l e n t y each 
week for the millions o f 
Americans who follow 
the pigskin parade. Acm-
Ex-Frosh Coach Elmer Burnham re-
places Moi Elword at Purdue. 
North Carolina selected Jim 
latum to fill boots of Ray Wolf. 
J o 'Del l will attempt to pu " A veteran line coach. Dr. George 
Hauser will lead Minnesota. 
G l e n n Presnel l w i l 
show a t N e b r a s k a . 
run the 
9 
'y a 'Of. a' IIIi Navy's new coach is Comdr. John E. Whelchel. 
Punting will be strong at U. 
of Washington with Ralph 
(Pest) Welch at the helm. 
Earl Walsh assumes the Ford 
ham job for the duration. 
H e y l W h e r e ' s 
C u p i d ? — The bulls-
eye takes a beating 
when these three co-ed 
a r c h e r s at Superior 
(Wis.) State Teachers 
College get wormed 
up. Left to right, they 
are Ellen Omernick, 
Joyce Clarke and Char-
lotte Gorden. 
Smiles 
. . . on the faces of 
H e a d C o a c h Jesse 
Fotherree and his four-
year-old son, Jesse, Jr., 
Indicate that Southeast-
ern Louisiana College 
anticipates a great sea-
son in footbal l this fa l l . 
Fotherree is a former* 
L. S. U. gr id immortal. 
Tests D e t e r m i n e Muscular Coord ina t ion — To aid students in f ind-
ing their place In the nation's victory effort, a battery of psychological 
and aptitude tests were given Massachusetts State College undergradu-
ates. Dr. Horry N. Click here conducts o test which will indicate if the 
students con use their hands to advantage in o defense job. 
He Knows H is Angles — 
Trick shots are easy for 
Maynard L. Colomoio, Uni-
versity of Buffalo student. He 
demonstrated his wizardry 
with the cue by winning the 
notional intercollegiate three-
cushion bil l iard championship 
this year. 
War Worker 
While U. S. and Chi-
nese forces fight shoul-
der to shoulder in the 
Orient, many Chinese 
like Francis Li, right, 
ore doing their port on 
the industrial front. Li 
is shown testing the 
rotor of a gigantic ma-
rine motor. He gradu-
ated from Manhattan 
College lost year, was 
o frequent contributor 
to Collegiate Digest 
during his undergradu-
ate days. 
When Hamilton College students held o Buy-o-Bond 
boi l , al l corsage money went into war stamps. They 
danced with the satisfaction that they hod in some way 
helped their friends and classmates who have already 
gone to war. Are you doing your part to back the boys? 
bu 1 
COLLEGIATE DIGEST'S "morgue" of familiar faces, scenes and events is now composed of 3,159,898 
' (well almost anyway) photos, only o few of which hove seen print. Send us your candid shots of everything 
and everybody to keep us from shoving these "dead pons" at you — and you'll be paid $3 each for al l 
Lthose we're able to use. The address is 317 Fawkes Building, Minneapolis, Minn. 
WHtS 
Invest in America! 
» K l r t * fo'=^jr' ^ „ g to parachute 
^ ^ ^ Navy, Marines, and 
^ With men in the ^^«^f2J^,,,c is Camel. 
^ favorite cig* ^x-
(Based on 
changes a n d ^ ^ ^ 
CAMELS 
/\RE ACES WITH 
ME. THEV HMB THE 
MILDNESS I WANTi-
AHD THEV DOt^'T 
TIRE My TASTE. A 
CAMEL ALWAVS HITS 






z ' * ^ 
FIRST IN THE SERVICE 
Golle6iate Di6est 
Section 
PubJicotions QiBc*: 317 FawlcM 
Bwltding. A^nneopolis. A A I I U M M H I 
AJvtrtilins Ktpr9$*ntMtv*; 
N A T I O N A L ADVERTISING 
SERVICE INC. 
490 M*diion Avtnut. New Yaik 
400 No. MichiMn Avinut, Clifc«so 
•BgtteB .^JumfiK» Lot Aagftti 
f * 1 The'T-Zone 
"7^" 1 where 
cigarettes 
are judged L..-J 
The "T-ZONE"—Taste and Throat—is the 
proving ground for cigarettes. Only your 
taste and throat can decide which cigarette 
tastes best to y o u . . . and how it affects your 
throat. For your taste and throat are abso-
lutely individual to you. Based on the expe-
rience of millions of smokers» we believe 
Camels^ will suit your "T-ZONE* to a "T." 
Prove it for yourself! 
K. 3. Ko'noldi Tobarco Company, Winston-SalMil. North Carolina 
School's a P leasure , N o w — 
Algebra and geometry should be 
fun, now that members of Kappa 
Kappa Gamma sorority have volun-
teered to assist candidates for 
^viot ion Cadets in brushing up on 
their moth at Northwestern Univer-
sity. Here Jean Horgan instructs a 
class . Acne 
lie Notional Call for nurses is 
lunded in this poster prepored by 
« United States Public Health Serv-
B. Fully 55,000 young women with 
(|h school or college education ore 
leded to enter schools of nursing 
iring the 1942-43 school year. 
Uncle Sam, capping a student nurse 
t the end of her probationary per-
d, typifies America's concern that 
oth the armed forces and the civil-
in population shall hove adequate 
m\ng service. College undergrodu-
les are urged to plan their bourses 
I such a way as to obtain both o 




I n te rna t iona l Student Assembly Opens — Above are port of a 
group of more than 350 youths from 53 countries who gathered at 
American University in Washington, D. C. to "affirm the solidarity of 
the university world against the common er>emy of learning, culture 
and free spirit." 
Coord ina tor — Dr. Edward C. Elliott, president of Purdue 
University, has obtained o leave of absence to become 
rrational coordinator of civilian training in technical and 
military colleges. *^e«»« 
Antioch College Drivers Set Traffic Record 
bt one serious traffic accident in four ycKirs! That's the record established by Antioch Col-
^e, Yellow Springs, O., despite the fact its student drivers cover more than 1,000 miles each 
eek. Sensible rules for long trips and night driving . . . r igid cor inspection twice a year . . . 
lively safety campaign under the direction of the college community government . . . these 
re the factors behind the record which has won commendation from state safety officials. . 
Students take out trip insurance before starting on on educational f ield 
tour. Antioch students travel plenty as half of their school year is spent 




In a world whose heart beats 1 
rhythm of marching feet and i 
pulse vibrates with the throb of t 
ers' motors, there is no quoii 
prized as youth. Youth's enthui 
its energy, its abounding idealisr 
incorruptible pride ore flung ou 
banners in a weary 'civilization 
Canada today is thankful fo 
Pro-Rec plan, a movement whicf 
started back in 1934 in Vance 
B. C. It is a government-cond 
scheme of free recreation a 
which provide physical recreatic 
youths of both sexes. Utilizing s 
auditoriums) gymnasiums, churcl' 
community halls all activities or 
signed to develop strength, flex 
and muscular coordination. Vi 
programs of the centers read 
those of expensive clubs. Ad 
have widened to include public 
matic and orchestral groups, I 
clubs, gymnastic demonstration; 
competitions, concerts, social t 
and even radio broadcasts on 
and recreation. And it is all fret 
only required qualifications are f 
liness and a desire to keep fit. 
Collegiate Digest Photos by Joques-Blai 
^*^oted A, ^'^ Is H^^ ' ' 'e 
kiss. 'r,'y ^^e.e , , t l ° -
nient, "o" 
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Girls concentrate on exercises that will strengthen those tummy muscles and achieve the s 
waistline. As much of the work is done outside as possible. Racial, social, political and reli( 
differences are forgotten in the search for health. 
